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From: Patricia En @N
To: Eric Leed ss0hh usan Shankman
Date: Mon, Jun 14,1999 5:41 PM
Subject: Re: Fwd: PN39931 - Palisades 1

Eric, I'm not sure that SFPO has the lead for the Palisades events - they are being handled by a Region
lit inspection. We understand it to be a procedural issue related to why the welder in question did not

ireport the hydrogen bum occurrence to their management. As the PN states, Palisades had
implemented procedures to avoid prevent accumulation of a combustible amount of hydrogen. The last I
heard, Ross Landsman from Bruce Jorgensen's shop (Region lli DNMS) is going to Palisades to inspect
this week. SFPO will provide technical assistance as needed.

Feel free to contact the PM, Steve O'Connor on this.

Thanks, Patricia Eng
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>>> Eric Leeds 06/14 4:44 PM >>> |
Please see attached. NRR is looking for SFPO to take the lead on the Palisades event followup. Susan -
I don't know who you ass!gned this to for action in SFPO.
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Eric

CC: Edward Coodwin, M. Wayne Hodges, Steve O'Connor....
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, Ross Chh(ll, Susan Shankman
From: Patiicia E -

To: Eric
Date: Mon, Jun 14,1999 5:41 PM
Sutdoct: Re: Fwd: PN39931 - Palisades 1

Eric, I'm not sure that SFPO has the lead for the Palisades events - they are being handleo by a Region
111 inspection. We understand it to be a procedural issue related to why the welder in question did not
report the hydrogen bum occurrence to their management. As the PN states, Palisades had
implemented procedures to avoid prevent accumulation of a combustible amount of hydrogen. The last i

e- heard, Ross Landsman from Bruce Jorgensen's shop (Region lli DNMS) is going to Palisades to inspect
this week. SFPO will provide technical assistance as needed

Feel free to contact the PM, Steve O'Connor on this.

Thanks, Patricia Eng

>>> Eric Leeds 06/14 4:44 PM >>> j
Please see attached. NRR is looking for SFPO to take the lead on the Palisades event followup. Susan - j
i don't know who you assigned this to for action in SFPO.

Eric

CC: Edward Goodwin, M. Wayne Hodges, Steve O'Connor,...
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